




INTRODUCTION 

Dear Customer,

We thank you for having purchased an oven / complementary accessory from the ChefTop™/BakerTop™ line.

ChefTop™/BakerTop™ ovens are the climax of Unox research and guarantee minimum occupation of space 

with superlative performance while offering outstanding cooking management at any condition of use and 

load.

ChefTop™/BakerTop™ ovens employ the finest UNOX patented technology a result of collaborations with 

master chefs and the world's leading research institutions.

A wide array of available accessories make these ovens extremely versatile and streamline everyday kitchen 

duties.

ChefTop™/BakerTop™ ovens are available in both electric and gas models.

We recommend you thoroughly read this manual for all instructions on how to maintain the aesthetic and 

functional qualities of your purchased product.

       UNOX S.p.A. 

Dealer:        Installer: 

       

       Installation date: 
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Post-connection checks

Check the items listed in the table after connecting the oven to the gas supply or after adjusting to a new type 

of gas.

√ Check: Check result

The air-tightness of the gas circuit using NON-CORROSIVE foam substances. 

Never use flames!

CHART A
contact the local gas supply company.

mbar.........................

The gas valve outflow pressure. 

Compare values with those of “Table D - Gas valve outflow pressure” 
31

min  mbar................

max  mbar................

The values of CO - CO
2
 of the exhaust gas and record values detected. The 

burner settings must be checked and adjusted by a specialised technician for 

values of non-diluted CO greater than 1000 ppm.

ppm.........................

 

If the tests were positive, power and start-up the appliance, and through the air vents, check the points listed 

in the table:

√ Checks: Check result - OK

Proper burner ignition

Bright blue flame with no yellow tips

Gas exhaust pipe and air vents clean and free of obstructions

Instruct the user about the basics of safe oven operation with respect to this installation, use and maintenance 

manual.
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Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

WF - OVEN ALARM

WF01 Warning: cavity 1 probe The oven continues to run using 

the cavity 2 probe, therefore 

temperature adjustments may be 

less accurate

Contact the Customer 

Assistance Service

WF02 Warning: cavity 2 probe The oven continues to run using 

the cavity 1 probe, therefore 

temperature adjustments may be 

less accurate

WF03 Warning: core probe The oven continues to run but 

the core probe cannot be used for 

cooking cycles

WF04 Warning motor tachometer: 

alarm AF08 may be triggered 

after this warning

The oven continues to run, no 

longer stopping when the door is 

opened and when put in reverse

WF05 Error: cooling fan The oven continues to run but 

proper internal component 

cooling is no longer ensured.

WF06 Warning: gas temperature 

board

The oven continues to run 

WF08 Warning of Gas or Electric 

oven setting

The oven continues to run but 

is managed as an electric oven

WF10 Warning:  EEPROM memory 

indispensable parameters

The oven continues to run 

WF11 Warning: gas temperature board The oven continues to run

WF12 Warning: thermocouple 

temperature board

The oven continues to run 

WF13 Warning: vacuum probe The oven continues to run but 

the external vacuum probe 

cannot be used

WF15 Warning: communication 

failure with thermocouple 

board

The oven continues to run but 

the external vacuum probe 

cannot be used

WF17 Warning: multipoint probe on 

1 or more measuring points

The oven continues to run 

but the core temperature 

measurement may be 

inaccurate

WF18 Warning: chicken valve 

in liquid setting, but no 

mechanical limit detected

The drain valve may not 

reverse position, thus no 

longer ensuring proper oven 

fluid drainage.

WF21 Warning temperature probe 

of the chicken cabinet

The oven continues to operate but 

the cabinet heating resistors are not 

engaged.
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Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

DeckTopTM

AS01 Bottom thermostat safety alarm
The static oven stops all 

operating cycles and blocks any 

display screen configuration

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

AS02 Ceiling thermostat safety alarm

AS03 Oven dektop  communications 

alarm

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

AD - VIDEO BOARD PE1705 ALARM

AD01  EEPROM 12C Alarm

The static oven stops all 

operating cycles and blocks any 

display screen configuration

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

AD02 12C Capacitive touchscreen alarm

AD03 SPI screen communication alarm

AD04 Communications failure alarm 

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

AC - HOOD ALARM

AC01 Communications failure alarm Motor and smoke hood 

disengaged 

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

AC02 No 230 V power supply to the 

hood board

Motor and smoke hood dis-

engaged
Check the hood power cable

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

WC - HOOD WARNING

WC01 Smoke detector failure Smoke hood solenoid valve 

does not open when a smoke 

temperature probe is missing 

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

WC02 Error of temperature board The hood continues to run 

WC03 Smoke detector 2 failure One of the two smoke hoods fails 

to engage. 

WC04 Delta T cooling between probes 

too low

Little or no smoke evacuation in 

the steam condenser

WC10 Error in EEPROM CRC for 

parameters that can be used as 

default values

with several limits based on the 

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

WD - VIDEO BOARD  PE1705 WARNING

WPURE Number of residual litres supplied 

by UNOX.Pure filter at zero

The  WPURE message appears 

when the oven detects UNOX.
Pure filter depletion Contact the Customer Assistance 

ServiceWD10 Error in EEPROM CRC for 

parameters that can be used for 

default or recipes

The oven may show anomalies 

during setting.
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Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

WL - PROVER WARNING

WL01 Error humidity probe The prover continues to run 

but the automatic humidity 

regulation feature cannot be 

engaged 

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

WL02 Error of temperature board

The prover continues to run

WL03 Error of resistor compartment 

probe

WL10 Error in EEPROM CRC for 

parameters that can be used as 

default values

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

SlowTop

WM01 Error with motor tachometer The maintainer continues to run

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

WM02 Error of temperature board

WM03 Error core probe The maintainer continues to run 

but core probe processes cannot 

be activated. 

WM10 Error in EEPROM CRC for 

parameters that can be used as 

default values

The maintainer continues to run 

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

AL - PROVER ALARM

AL01 Cavity probe alarm The prover stops any operating 

cycle and stops any successive 

display screen settings

Contact the Customer Assistance 

ServiceAL02 Communications failure alarm

AL03 No 230 V power supply to the 

proover board

The prover stops any operat-

ing cycle and stops any suc-

cessive display screen settings

Check the proover power cable

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

SlowTop

AM01 Cavity probe alarm

The temperature maintainer 

stops all operating cycles and 

blocks any successive display 

screen configuration

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

AM02 Communications failure alarm

AM03 Safety thermostat alarm

AM04 Motor safety thermostat alarm

AM05 Motor tachometer alarm
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Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

UNOX.Pure-RO

AO01 Pressure gauge alarm: excessive 

pressure

Reverse osmosis stops all water 

treatment cycles
Contact the Customer Assistance 

ServiceAO02 Low pressure alarm

AO03 Communications failure alarm

 Eff

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

AA - BLAST CHILLER ALARM

AA01 Cavity probe alarm The blast chiller stops all 

operating cycles and blocks 

any successive display screen 

configuration 
Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

AA02 Safety pressure gauge alarm 

AA03 Communications failure alarm

AA10 Incorrect CRC alarm in EEPROM 

for essential parameters

 Eff

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

UNOX.Pure-RO

WO01 Osmosis filter to be replaced Osmosis is active 
Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service
WO02 Intake filters obstructed

WO03 NTC temperature above threshold

Display  Description Effect Troubleshooting

WA - BLAST CHILLER WARNING

WA01 Error of temperature board The blast chiller continues to run 

Contact the Customer Assistance 

Service

WA02 Dirty filter

WA03 Core probe error The blast chiller continues to run 

but core probe processes cannot 

be activated.

WA10 Error in EEPROM CRC for 

parameters that can be used as 

default values

The blast chiller continues to run
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Certification

EU declaration of conformity for electrical appliances

Manufacturer: UNOX S.p.A. 

Address: Via Dell’Artigianato, 28/30 - I - 35010 - Vigodarzere, Padua, Italy

 

Declares, under its own responsibility, that the product

ChefTop ™ and BakerTop™ – Serie 5E

 

complies with Directive 2006/42/EC, Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC and is built in compliance with the 

following standards:

EN 60335-1: 2002 + A1: 2004 + A11: 2004 + A2: 2006 + A12: 2006+ A13: 2008 + A14: 2010 + A15: 2011

EN 60335-2-42: 2003 + A1: 2008

EN60335-2-102:2006 + A1: 2010

EN62233: 2008

complies with EM Compatibility Directive 2004/108/EC and is built in compliance with the following standards: 

EN 55014-1: 2006 + A1: 2009 + A2: 2011

EN 55014-2: 1997 + A1: 2001 + A2: 2008 + IS: 2007

EN 61000-3-2: 2006 + A1: 2009 + A2: 2009

EN 61000-3-3: 2008

EN61000-3-11: 2000

EN61000-3-12: 2005

EN 61000-6-2: 2005 + IS: 2005

EN 61000-6-3: 2007

Complies with Directive 2009/142/EC and is built in compliance with the following standards:

EN 203-1: 2005 + A1:2008

EN 203-2-2: 2006

Guarantee 

Installation of the UNOX product must be performed by an Authorised UNOX Assistance Service. The installa-

tion date and appliance model must be documented by the end purchaser, by means of written confirmation 

or an installation invoice issued by the dealer or the Authorised UNOX Customer Assistance Service, otherwise 

this guarantee will not be valid; 

The UNOX guarantee covers all malfunctions objectively linked to production defects. The guarantee excludes 

damage due to transport, poor product storage or maintenance or incorrect product use. Also excluded is 

damage due to installation not conforming to the technical specifications provided by Unox and linked to 

the environment of use, such as, for example, unclean and aggressive water supply, low quality gas supply, or 

electrical supply failing to provide nominal voltage and power ratings. 

The guarantee also excludes any damage due to power surges or tampering by unauthorised or incompetent 

persons. The guarantee is also invalidated for damage to the appliance by lime scale deposits. In addition, the 

guarantee does not cover consumables, such as: seals, light bulbs, glass panels, decorative parts and parts 

consumed during use. 

Guarantee rights will also be invalidated in the event of damage arising as a result of incorrect installation, or 

installation which has not been carried out by an Authorised Customer Assistance Service.
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